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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research on Cosmology done at the School of Chemistry and Physics is very exciting. Cosmology is a about the evolution of the universe. To give an insight I tell you about the first second after the Big Bang. Big Bang theory: The universe started in a point (singularity).  The Big bang was first not so big. For a split second the universe was hovering around at a width of 10^(-33) cm, thus in a tiny dot. There was no matter yet, just energy and only one  force in this so-called Planck epoch. Suddenly after 10^-37 seconds, the universe underwent a phase transition and expanded by 78 orders of magnitude in another fraction of a  second (10^-33 seconds) nearly to the size it has today. Mention as analog the explosion of super-cooled water in a glas cylinder changing to ice because of someone coughing in the lab. In the universe, space itself expanded not matter exploded. Due to this inflationary expansion of space the temperature fell by five orders of magnitude and the initial force split into the four forces that we measure today: gravity that keeps  solar systems together, the electromagnetic force that keeps atoms together,  the strong force that keeps nuclei of atoms together, and the  weak force that is responsible for nuclear decay.  A large part of physics is devoted to understand these forces and find applications such as producing electrical power, construct buildings and vehicles, build computers as well as cell phones, and  fly to the moon, etc. There is practically no modern technology which is not partly based on physics.    
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Synthesis of quantum dots 
Nanomaterials smaller than 4 nm (10-9 m) in diameter

A world first: Synthesis of unsupported quantum dot 
ceria in nano-sphere clusters. 

Electron microscope images:
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o Sreekanth T. V. M. et al., J. Phys. Chem. C, 121 (2017), 25229-25242.

Helps to produce plastics that are more eco-friendly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quantum dots are small structures with electrons inside. Just like in atoms,  here the energy of the electrons comes in small packets (quantum is the latin name for a certain quantity or portion). Because of their quantum properties, quantum dots have special optical and electrical properties. They are very important for nanotechnology and can be used to make small transistors, LED lights, lasers, solar cells etc.  The quantum dots in the pictures are produced in a free form without a carrier. A substrate would change their advantageous properties.   The first place in the world to create these free quantum dots was the School of Chemistry and Physics in Westville.  They are very helpful to produce plastics that do not decay into micro plastics, which are one of the major sources of the pollution of our environment.  
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Synthesis of nanorod catalysts

Alumina based nanorods. 
This material helps to crack and reform other materials. 
For example, converting crude oil into petrol 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another material that is created at the School, very very small rods, so-called nanorods made out of aluminium. They can be used to crack and reform materials for example when producing petrol from crude oil. 
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Dr. Yaseera Ismail
School of Chemistry and Physics
Quantum Research Group
Ismaily@ukzn.ac.za
http://quantum.ukzn.ac.za

Quantum Research Group - Quantum Technology at UKZN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quantum Research Group at the School of Chemistry and Physics is looking at photons. They are elementary excitations of electromagnetic waves (light waves) and carry the energy packets (quanta) of light. Photons can be used to carry information from a sender (Alice) to a receiver (Bob) in such a way that the information cannot be eavesdropped.  Information security is very important for business on the internet. For example, we pay with our credit card details on the internet. In the picture you see a station for sending informations carried by single photons from the Moses Mabida Stadion to the nearby Police station in Durban during the soccer world cup in 2010. In the picture on the right you see a magneto optical trap in a vaccum system that produces an Ultra-High vacuum and very cold temperatures of micro Kelvin. To compare this is colder than the outer space where the afterglow of the Big Bang has a temperature of 3 K.  Such atom traps can be used for example to build Atomic clocks. The record Atomic clocks don’t loose or win a second in 30 Billion years (longer that the current age of the universe). GPS satellite have atomic clocks on board to sync their signals for positioning purposes. 

mailto:Ismaily@ukzn.ac.za
http://quantum.ukzn.ac.za/
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Laptop giving up?

What powers these devices is a

 Materials Science
 Nanotechnology

Cell phone battery flat?

The materials inside 
determine the 
performance!

 voltage
 capacity
 cycleability
 recharge capacity
 damage tolerance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cell phones and computers have rechargeable Lithium ion batteries. Lithium is very light metal.   In such a battery lithium ions migrate from one material to another and leave behind negatively charged electrons. As a result a voltage is created between the side with the electrons (anode) and the side with the positively charged Lithium ions (cathode). An electric current flows if both sides are connected by a wire. This is a battery.  If the voltage is reversed the Lithium ions migrate back and the battery  is recharged. One must not discharge such a battery completely because than the structure of the chemical compounds is damaged. The picture with the inflated battery shows that something went wrong, probably a gas was produced in a chemical reaction.      
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Electron Microscopy!We need:
 a very small sample
 a very big instrument

We find out…….
 where the atoms are!
 what are the atoms are!
 how the atoms behave!

So, we can build better batteries!!
new cathode 
of  LiCoO2

old cathode 
of  LiCoO2

Build better batteries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research at the School of Chemistry and Physics  studies such compounds under the electron microscope to improve them. On the left there is the picture of a working compound (simple hexagon), on the right there is a picture of a degraded compound in a battery.  
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We are developing new cathodes for 
better batteries!

The future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lithium is a scarce resource and dirty to mine. There at SCP we search for alternatives such as Sodium Ion Batteries. Everybody leaving at the sea can produce sodium from salt (sodium chloride)
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SP. Kennedy , BJ. Bormann, Experimental Biology and Medicine 231:1690-1694 (2006)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our peptide lab at the School of Chemistry and physics, a team around two world leading expert chemists, produce new medical drugs out of studying certain chemical compounds. Natural substances from plants play an important role. To produce new medical drugs is  a very important but also a very expensive process. The picture shows its complexity with many iterating rounds. First the substances are tested and improved in the lab. Then they are tested on mice. Then they are tested on animals and small groups of humans for their safety and efficacy.  This process usually takes 12-15 hyears and costs nearly 1 billion US $. 
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Drug Discovery, a Nightmare

IND: Investigational New Drug
NDA: New Drug Application

Is it safe?

Does it work?

Is it better than 
what we have now?

Unexpected risks, 
other uses or 
benefits?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see the timeline. From initially 5 to 10 thousand compounds only one comes through. The clinical trials have to establish that it is safe that it works and that it is better than already existing drugs. Otherwise it cannot be registered by the medical authorities in a country. Our team manages to design drugs that are registered. This is very sought after because it is so valuable (1 billion $ involved in the development). 
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https://caes.ukzn.ac.za/open-day/

Link to Research in the School of Chemistry & Physics 

• Relevant for modern and future technologies. 
• Opens the doors to the corresponding industries.  

For more information, visit our website: 
http://scp.ukzn.ac.za/Homepage.aspx

Thank you!

Research at the School of Chemistry and Physics

Or search on youtube for Research at the School of Chemistry and Physics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have also research in atmospheric physics, analytic and environmental chemistry, condensed matter physics, materials, solar cells, nano technology, and quantum computing.

http://scp.ukzn.ac.za/Homepage.aspx
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